
 

Cognitive Functions 
Cognitive functions are mental processes that affect our thinking and understanding. They

include things like learning, remembering, and problem-solving. People with TBI may have

many cognitive issues and limitations. These impairments could be due to personal factors,

from medical conditions that existed before TBI, or caused by the TBI. Cognitive issues could

also appear as a side effect of medication prescribed to people with TBI. For example, seizure

medication can make a person feel foggy or dull. It is important that health care providers

consider all possibilities when they assess cognitive functions of people with TBI. 

 

 

 Medication 
Medication can help people with TBI treat the side effects of their injury. Medications should

only be used with a prescription from a medical doctor or nurse practitioner, and may not be

beneficial for everyone. Types of medications that may be prescribed to people with TBI are: 
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Antidepressants or mood stabilizers to improve irritability

by increasing serotonin or adrenaline in the brain 

Revistigmine or donepezil to help with memory issues by

increasing acetylcholine in the brain

Stimulants, such as methylphenidate, to help with

fatigue and attention issues by increasing dopamine and

adrenaline in the brain 

Amantadine to improve status of people in long-term

coma-like states

Anticonvulsants to help people who experience seizures 

Rehabilitation should focus on activities

that are meaningful to the person with TBI.

Therapy adapted to the specific needs of

the person with TBI’s daily routine and

delivered in their own environment

improves recovery. The rehabilitation plan

should consider pre-injury characteristics,

stage of development, and state of

recovery and activities of daily living. 



Motor Function and Control 
TBI can cause a wide range of physical limitations. This

can include changes in muscle tone, balance, walking

pattern, and reduced aerobic fitness. Recommended

treatment approaches will focus on balance, gait

(walking), positioning, and exercise training for improved

strength and endurance. Treatment approaches should

encourage practice and repetition both in and outside of

formal therapy. 

 

Sensory Impairment 
TBI can result in sensory impairment, which may

affect vision, perception, sensation, and balance.

People with TBI should be screened for these

impairments since they can affect mobility and ability

to function. Ophthalmologists and orthoptists are

health care professionals that can assess problems

with eye movements and double vision. A vestibular

rehabilitation therapist may be helpful for someone

who is experiencing issues with balance or dizziness. 
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A trained health care professional assesses the injury, then designs and supervises therapy

to improve the motor functions of people with TBI. These health care providers could be

physiatrists, occupational  therapists, physiotherapists, chiropractors, or vestibular

therapists. The rehabilitation team should include professionals with expertise in seating,

orthotics, assistive technology, and equipment to address the range of potential motor

impairments and physical limitations.

 

 

Nutrition and Dysphagia 
People with dysphagia have trouble swallowing foods and/or liquids, or may not be able to

swallow at all. Speech language pathologists and dietitians can assess people with TBI for

risk factors of dysphagia. Dehydration and malnutrition can be issues for people with

dysphagia. Supplementation may be needed if the person has low levels of vitamins and/or

minerals. Oral and/or dental care may also be needed. People with TBI may require a

rehabilitation plan that considers:

Positioning

Feeding strategies

Medical status

Medication(s) 

Cognitive impairments

 Behavior 

 Comfort

 Nutritional status 
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Sleep Disorders and Fatigue
TBI frequently affects sleep. Some people sleep more,

while others have difficulty sleeping. Practicing good

sleep hygiene, spending time outdoors and/or

exercising can help. Other treatments may include

cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) for insomnia, light

therapy, and adding magnesium and zinc

supplements to the diet. If sleep continues to be a

problem, it’s important to discuss with a medical

practitioner and have sleep formally assessed for other

underlying issues. Sleeping pills should only be

considered under medical supervision and for a short

period of time.

Fatigue often occurs after TBI, even with good sleep, and is often caused by the extra effort

required for cognitive functions. Strategies such as planning and pacing, short naps (up to 30

minutes) and good sleep hygiene are beneficial. Therapies could include CBT, light therapy,

regular exercise, planning and pacing, proper diet, and adding a vitamin B supplement. 

 

Medications such as stimulants should only be considered for persistent fatigue where TBI is

believed to be the main cause.

Regular review and adjustment mechanisms 

Individualized handling, support, and pain relief

strategies  

Pain and Headaches 
People with TBI may experience different types and

sources of pain. Pain might present as agitation,

cognitive or communication issues, non-verbal

psychomotor restlessness (moving without meaning

to), or worsening spasticity (muscle contraction

causing stiffness and tightness). It is important that

health care providers and family members pay close

attention to non-verbal signs of pain. Pain

management strategies include: 
 

Cognitive behavioral therapy may reduce pain symptoms in individuals with post-

traumatic headaches. Biofeedback treatments can also reduce pain symptoms in

individuals with post-traumatic headaches.



Learning and Memory 
Many support devices can help for individuals experiencing memory impairments. These

devices include mobile or smartphones devices, notebooks, and whiteboards. Selecting the

appropriate support depends on: 

Physical aspects (positioning, sensory

deficits, erectile dysfunction, drugs,

disruption to menstrual cycle)

Psychosocial aspects (communication,

fears, threats to safety, self esteem)

Depending on symptoms, a discussion with trained

clinicians (psychologist, occupational therapist,

social worker) about sexuality may be necessary

following TBI. Topics may include:
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Relationships and Social Skills

Participation in meaningful, productive activities, including work, should be included as

early as possible in rehabilitation programs for people with TBI. Programs aimed at

improving social adaptation and sense of well-being after TBI should actively encourage

physical exercise, leisure activities, self-regulation, coping skills, and participation in social

support groups. Programs must also consider and plan for the person's actual capacities.

Rehabilitation for social communication challenges may also be helpful. 

Age

Severity of impairment 

Cognitive strengths and weaknesses 

Physical limitations 

 

 

It is important to allow plenty of time and

opportunities to practice. Having clearly defined

goals will allow the individual to learn pacing,

break down tasks into smaller components,

and schedule time for practice. 



HELPFUL RESOURCES 
The ABCs of Brain Injury
http://obia.ca/brain-injury-information/
 

What is Balance and Vestibular Rehabilitation Therapy?
https://www.brainline.org/article/what-balance-and-vestibular-rehabilitation-therapy
 

Interventions for Behavioural Problems After Brain Injury
https://www.brainline.org/article/interventions-behavioral-problems-after-brain-injury
 

Traumatic Brain Injury and Sleep
https://msktc.org/lib/docs/Info_Comics/MSKTC_SleepComic_508.pdf 
 

Fatigue and Traumatic Brain Injury
https://msktc.org/tbi/factsheets/fatigue-and-traumatic-brain-injury
 

Positive Coping with Health Conditions
https://psychhealthandsafety.org/pcwhc/

 

Transforming Depression with Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for ABI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVlftthdcKU

 

 

 
 

Mental Health and Substance Misuse
People with TBI are at risk for mental health (anxiety,

depression, and mood disorders) and substance misuse

issues. It is important that the person with TBI, as well

as their family, friends, and rehabilitation team are

aware of this risk, and that the necessary supports and

resources are in place to help manage any challenges

that happen during recovery. 
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Screening for signs of mental health and substance misuse issues should happen right at the

start of treatment and continue regularly throughout the TBI rehabilitation process. A health

care provider or specialist, such as a psychologist, psychiatrist, neuropsychologist, or

neuropsychiatrist, can do a full assessment and clinical judgment to make a diagnosis. 

 

Treatment for mental health and substance misuse issues should take a holistic approach. A

combination of counselling, mindfulness and behavioural cognitive therapies adapted for

brain injury, and exercise can help people with TBI manage mental health. In some cases,

medication may be considered for individuals with TBI experiencing symptoms of depression.


